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Only the foolhardy would risk an encounter with the unknown perils that lurk in the murky depths of Darkwood Forest. Yet there is
no alternative, for your quest is a des 5d3b920ae0
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A good on-screen production of one of the iconic Fighting Fantasy gamebooks. This game is set in the FF continent of Allansia
and you must travel to the dangerous Darkwood Forest to find both pieces of a fabled hammer, then return it to the dwarves in
Stonebridge. Ian Livingstone's original book has really been brought to life here. The game is exactly as it woz (all those years
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ago!) and not only are the original b&w artworks here, but full colour versions as well. The nostalgic feel of the game is spot-on.
There are options for background music and sound effects, as well as a great series of 31 achievements ranging from difficult to
amusing. There are also Steam trading cards for this game. Unlike many FF games this one has an interesting mechanism which
helps if you have missed items simply by taking the wrong route and are unable to complete the quest. At the end of the forest
you are able to return to the start, with some (but not all) things retained, to try a new route. This game is not particularly combat
heavy, but does require specific path choices to find certain info and items required to succeed. TinManGames have produced
five of the original FF games as standalone titles (more about them elsewhere) and this is a very nice adaption.. As an avid
Fighting Fantasy and Gamebook collector, I was very pleased to see that this was available on Steam and purchased it during the
Halloween Sale. Playing the game was both a nostalgic delight and a fun, exciting interactive experience slightly reminiscent of
playing "Citadel of Chaos" on the C64 many years ago. TinMan Games have done a fantastic job of reproducing Ian
Livingstone's classic extremely faithfully; I was able to find my old maps and utilise them to complete the game in around an
hour. Combat rolls are represented with actual dice; white for the player and red for the monsters, enabling a quickly understood
and resolved outcome. The musical track is suitably atmospheric and doesn't outlive its welcome. I very much like the inclusion
of a "Hardcore mode" for experienced players where no provisions are allowed and initial player statistic rolls are lessened.
(You get only 1d6+4 for your skill stat for example.) this added a dimension of challenge to a familiar story. However,
amusingly I ran into a bug at the encounter with "Quin the Arm-Wrestler" and found myself with 68 stamina going into the next
encounters, which trivialised reaching the conclusion of the book. It was a pleasure to support the developers and I look forward
to seeing more of their work. Recommended to Gamebook, Fighting Fantasy fans and those looking for an interactive reading
and single player role-playing experience.. I wanted to like this game, but I simply cannot. I loved the good old series fighting
fantasy books by livingstone, however, I feel the devs have chosen a really poor book to begin with as the writing is too
simplistic and predictable. Warlock of firetop mountain was always one of the favorites among fans of these books and
would've captivated many more people than what this forest of doom could, deathtrap dungeon, even city of thieves. The game
uses unity engine which seems unecessary, adds very little originality to the book it is based on, illustrations are low res, theres
very little content for its price tag, and the music is absolutely godawful. The music was an extreme annoyance to me as I was
trying to read the book and concentrate on the narrative when the music is just blaring trumpets into my ears, I had to mute the
music because it never stopped being loud. I think if the devs put some thought into this game and think about how they can
bring an old adventure book into the attention of modern pc gamers, they could achieve delivering a great experience to their
customers. Also, warlock of firetop mountain is just a much better story. However, if you;re looking for a game based on an
adventure book then I would recommend looking at Joe Dever's Lone Wolf game which is also on steam for a similar price but
is considerably superior.. Really true to the source material and full of nostalgia. Sad to see a typo a few pages in. Check your
work, people! Check it SO many times. Other than that, a pet peev admittedly, a beautiful rendition of a fantastic gamebook.
There's also an 'about' section in the extras that tells you about the creators. Very cool.. And I'm 12 again, on an autumn
afternoon, drinking root beer and having fun in an Ian LIvingstone story and - it's wonderful. Trust no one and let the dice fall
where they may! 5/5.. The Forest of Doom, Is just as the description states a "create your own adventure" book. That means you
have to read through the entire adventure and from time to time there's an image that's relevant to the situation. If you don't like
reading, then you should stay away from this game, otherwise, if you like visual novels and rpg's; go buy it. It's worth it.
Depending on how you play, the game can be rather challenging, but satisfying. There's a lot of combat and many treasures to be
found. Some may aid you and some may., well, do something else. An important thing about this game is that it stands or falls
with your own imagination. It's just as good as your fantasy and as such it's rather complicated to say if it's a good or bad game.
For my own taste I say it's a good game and fun to play.. Really true to the source material and full of nostalgia. Sad to see a
typo a few pages in. Check your work, people! Check it SO many times. Other than that, a pet peev admittedly, a beautiful
rendition of a fantastic gamebook. There's also an 'about' section in the extras that tells you about the creators. Very cool.. To
those who made this game possible, I thank you. I loved this book when I was growing up. Pros: + Kept true to the original
paper book + Beautifully done graphica and animation + I can't fault the playability. I just know I'm going to be playing this
through several times. :) Cons: - There aren't anymore of these yet (that I know of at the time of writing this) - The only other
con is that I can't sing the praises of this game loud enough to do it justice. :P Best $13AUD I've spent. Highly recommended
and I can't wait to purchase future games based on the other Ian Livingstone / Steve Jackson books.

Faerie Solitaire Remastered - New Pets Preview 1 : (Patron supporter exclusive for 12 days then will be public for everyone..
Faerie Solitaire Harvest is live! :. Reminder! Faerie Solitaire Remastered for original owners! : Our stats show that many of the
owners of Faerie Solitaire have not tried Faerie Solitaire Remastered yet. If you own FS then FSR should be in your account..
NEW: Wishlist Faerie Solitaire Harvest! : This year we will be publishing many new games, and the first new one being released
by us is Faerie Solitaire Harvest! This kind of solitaire is a less commonly seen one, and we wanted our version to be the very
best version of it in the world. The release date for FSH is official and will be this Easter! That's 53 days from now as of this
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post. Please wishlist, and share with your solitaire / card game loving friends! Steam seems to care about wishlists on launch of
games and anything over 10k wishlists seems to be included in recommended lists so every wishlist counts. Your wishlist
matters! If you wishlist you'll be notified the moment it is released, and any time it's on sale if you want to wait for a deal. FSH
is only the first new game being fully released this year. There will be more too, many long in development! P.S. If you're owed
a Steam key for this you will be able to get one from us once it releases.. Help us tag FSH! : Please go to the store page for
Faerie Solitaire Harvest and press the + button next to the tags. On the left side, click all tags you think are correct to confirm
them. On the bottom right, enter/add any tags you think are appropriate but missing from the list.. 482 wishlists. 42 days until
release. 12.05% toward goal.. New Faerie Solitaire Harvest Trailer : New trailer for FSH just uploaded! 49 days until release!
We're trying to reach our wishlist goal before release so please wishlist the game and share its store page with others to help us
out!
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